Wireless Media is a dynamic, innovative IT company. We design and develop our own web and
mobile IT solutions, and partner with some of the most recognizable mobile brands and leading
telecoms, in the region and worldwide. Our company culture encourages creativity and
promotes leadership, entrepreneurship and audacity.
We have a job opening for the position of

Front End Developer
You have already worked on web based projects and have teamwork experience. From the getgo you will be motivated to learn new technologies, learn about wide array of projects, engage
colleagues in other development teams, follow technical developments within your area of
expertise, apply new knowledge to everyday tasks and share that knowledge with colleagues.
Skills:











Knowledge of JavaScript frameworks (jQuery, Angular, etc.)
Knowledge of Twitter Bootstrap or Zurb Foundation
Experience translating wireframes into semantically correct web templates
Knowledge of responsive and adaptive design principles and translating into fluid and
responsive templates
Strong working knowledge developing cross platform/browser compatibility (IE, Firefox,
Safari, Opera, etc.) for dynamic web applications
Familiarity with and adherence to web standards and best practices for load time
reduction and accessibility
Knowledge of SEO best practices
Effective verbal and written communication skills and the ability to interact professionally
with a diverse group of people
Familiarity with any server-side programming language is a plus
Loves logic and problem solving!

What we’d like to see:
 Experience in front-end web development
 Knowledge of XHTML, HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript
 Excellent verbal/written communication skills and strong time management and problem
solving capabilities
 Proven debugging and troubleshooting skills
In return we offer:
 Full time employment, stable job and competitive salary
 An opportunity to work with the latest web technologies and take part in complex,
innovative projects
 Agile driven development environment
 Very attractive work environment at the prime location in Belgrade
 Opportunity to work with cooperative and friendly team members
 Clear development and career path
We will contact shortlisted candidates only.

Feel free to contact us: posao@wm.rs

